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1 Introduction  

 

In 2004 IBM announced the availability of a new processor type called zSeries Application Assist 

Processor (zAAP). 

These processors work together with the standard general purpose processors but are used only by 

Java code; they are much less expensive than the other ones and, more important, their usage 

doesn’t influence the z/OS software license costs.  

 

Whatever policy you adopted (WLC, PSLC, etc.) the current cost of IBM software is still very high 

and it is normally 2 or 3 times higher than the hardware one. 

 

Depending on the amount of MSUs, the policy adopted, the products installed and many other (non 

technical) factors the software cost per MSU can be very variable.  

If we assume a price of 10.000,00 Euro per MSU per year, serving 50 MSU (about 350 MIPS) of 

Java eligible work thru zAAP will reduce the annual software license costs by 500.000,00 Euro. 

 

The promise of  a big reduction in software costs is the reason why so many companies are 

interested in zAAPs.  

 

To use zAAP the minimum requirements are: 

• z990 machines  

• z/OS 1.6 or above 

• SDK (Software Development Kit) 1.4.1 

 

However before moving to zAAP you have to evaluate, in your capacity planning studies, how 

much of your workload wil be zAAP eligible. 

Depending on the hardware and software levels available in your environment, different techniques 

can be used. This paper will discuss these techniques showing real life examples. 

 

2 IFA Eligible work 

 

It’s important to remember that only a part of a Java application will run on zAAP. This part is 

named IFA eligible work
1
. 

                                                
1
 IFA (Integrated Facility for Application) is the name of zAAP processors in the z/OS language. In 

the following the IFA and zAAP terms have to be considered equivalent. 
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As a general rule all Java programming in the JVM is eligible to execute on a zAAP and all 

programming outside the JVM
2
 will execute only on general purpose processors.  

3 Using SMF records 
 

The best situation to estimate how much of your workloads can run on zAAP is when you run z/OS 

1.6 and SDK1.4.1 on a supported machine (you have everything except zAAPs). 

In SDK 1.4.1 there is a specific JVM option, -Xifa:force, designed to give you the needed 

information. 

This option forces the JVM to try to use zAAPs, even if none are available. In this way all the  SMF 

data useful to assess potential zAAP use will be produced. 

Figure 1 show an example of an EPV report showing the amount of  Java eligible code running 

inside each Address Space. The same information are available for Service and Report Classes too. 

 

  

WKL

ADDRESS 

SPACE SRVCLASS MEAN 8 9 10 11 12
CB WASPA01 STCHIGH 173 67 220 221 239 119

CB WASPA01S STCHIGH 34 8 46 47 46 23

CB WASPA02 STCMED 15 24 20 1 . .

CB WASPA02S STCMED 3 . 5 0 . .

IFA ELIGIBLE MIPS

 

Figure 1 
 

4 Using the zAAP Projection Tool 

 

SDK1.3.1 product at PTF level UQ94379 (SR24) or later contains a free IBM tool called the zAAP 

Projection Tool for Java 2 Technology Edition. 

This tool allows you to determine how many zAAPs you may need also if you don’t have z/OS 1.6, 

Java SDK 1.4, or a supported machine. 

By using the -Xifa:projectn JVM option the tool will be activated and produce a printed line in the 

STDERR file every n minutes showing the Java time eligible to execute on the zAAP. The 

following is a sample of the format and contents of these printed lines. 

<PROD.593> Interval at: 11:15:51 Switches To/From IFA: 2279 Java IFA: 36.963728 sec. Java Standard CPU 

0.239739 sec.  Total address space CPU: 37.237985 sec. 

 <PROD.593> Interval at: 11:16:52 Switches To/From IFA: 3528 Java IFA: 32.429141 sec. Java Standard CPU 

0.343022 sec.  Total address space CPU: 33.046408 sec. 

Figure 2 

                                                
2
 The most frequent piece of code of a Java application not eligible to run on zAAP are JNI calls 

(i.e. JDBC calls to DB2).  
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In the example in Figure 2 the –Xifa:project1 option has been used. A line each minute has been 

produced showing: the starting inteval time, the switches to and from IFA (the number of times the 

Dispatcher switched the work from zAAP to standard processors and viceversa), the IFA eligible 

CPU seconds, the standard processors CPU seconds, the total CPU seconds used. 

IBM provides also an Excel spreadsheet to help analyze the data (called 

zAAP_projection_tool_workbook).  

Figure 3 shows an example of the spreadsheet. 

interval  & 

synch 

minute

 zAAP 

eligible 

seconds 

 Java not 

eligible 

seconds 

 Space 

CPU 

seconds 

%Time 

zAAP 

eligible

zAAP% 

engine 

eligible

1 12.59.00 472        95          565        84% 52%

1 13.14.00 352        82          440        80% 42%

1 13.29.00 358        85          450        79% 40%

1 13.44.00 308        76          394        78% 37%  

Figure 3 

The %Time zAAP eligible column shows the percentage of the application CPU usage that could 

run on zAAP. This percentage is in this case quite high (around 80%). 

The zAAP% engine eligible column shows the percentage of a zAAP engine that could be used by 

the application running in the JVM. 

5 Using the IBM Benchmarks  

 

If none of the other tecniques can be used, you can refer to a set of benchmarks, measured by IBM 

and published in a WSC white paper
3
, to estimate how much of your workload could run on zAAP. 

It is important to keep in mind that no workload is equal to another one and therefore the IBM 

values have to be considered as a reference for rough estimates. 

6 Conclusions 

zAAP processors can allow for substantial money savings. 

Using the tecniques described in this paper the savings can be evaluated. 

An in-depth knowledge of the workload running in the system is required in order to set the JVM 

options in the appropriate Address Spaces or eventually to match as close as possible the IBM 

benchmarks. 

                                                
3
 “z/OS Performance: Capacity Planning Considerations for zAAP Processors” - WP100417 


